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About This Game

Inevitability is a game where you can build your own starships part by part in a massive randomly generated universe. With eight
different factions spanning four alien races you can help them or plunder them for scrap and new parts!
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Other features include:

Sandbox mode- Explore the cosmos with unlimited resources and no threat of being raided by angry factions.

Community Ships- Upload your ship in the ship building menu and others will see your ship exploring the cosmos in a
future update!

Technology Tree- Upgrade your fleet of star-ships and stations with new parts that you find throughout the universe.

 Play the game how you want- If you want to be an economic powerhouse making smart trades for new parts and drones
that mine for your automatically or a ruthless space pirate that kills everything it comes in contact with you can do it!

New free updates constantly- We plan on supporting Inevitability with new features for a long time and have some big
plans for future additions.
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From the community- Extremely receptive to the community. Every one of our updates includes some features either
inspired by the community or directly from them. We love hearing for you guys!
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Title: Inevitability
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
SFS Studios
Publisher:
SFS Studios
Release Date: 24 Aug, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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I played this for 30 minutes. It's a really nicely done VR sandbox experience. My biggest complaint is that the use of touch
controllers could have been done better. It's like this game was originally done for a VR and gamepad experience and the touch
controls were added in later.

Especially on Touch controllers, there's a tactile feel to picking up objects and playing with them. In this game, there's none of
that. Instead you have like a laser pointer (or is it a fire pointer?) that gives you interaction with objects. There's an amazing
amount of interactions that are mostly hits and only a few misses.

I loved going into the fish water tank. I liked the old figher airplane (even thought he controls for all vehicles were clunky at
best). I liked how interacting with the purple drink gave us a taste of purple haze. I liked the fruit basket gag.

On the other hand, the toy car is broken. It doesn't go forward as intended. Pressing trigger makes the car jump forward and
then stop. Conversely, it'll go reverse very fast. I liked Godzilla, but the graphics for him were mediocre at best. It was really a
missed opportunity to bring a AAA experience to this app. Also, changing time to night or day is a nice surprise. But the night
sky looks terrible. Absolutely bad job, no excuses for that poor level of detail.

I do recommend this app. I had a wonderful sense of discovery for 30 minutes that only VR can bring. Just wish more time had
been spent in refining the details.

Sale Price Rating 6\/10. makes me rage that i cant get past wave 25. Offers a nice challenge to the player and is very cheep..
Daily features (like daily hacks and daily challenges), so much money drop for huge scores, and FPS action? This is my kind of
tower defense game! If you aren't sure this game is for you, suit yourself! You're missing out the awesomness it brings!. wow
this was a waste of money. Unlike other puz-builder games, we don't have wars here, so the plus is that I can focus only on
building the city. Sometimes there is a problem with clicking on the appropriate box, the zoom is too big. In addition, the game
is getting better - I recommend it.
. Would not recommend this because that the stuff in the pack are useless:
- The lockpicking sensitivity upgrade only making the lockpicking easier and where is the fun in this ?
- The water and rope arrows can't be use a lot and they can be bought cheap inside the game.
The only reason to buy it is for the gold that isn't much (750). I was debating for some time on either getting it or not. The dev
did confirmed they have never said that their dlc's were all going to be free, I was still unsure to get this one remembering that
the last ''dlc'' , the snow themed one, was free. I'm not going to ask for free stuff, I do know how much work there is in the
making of all this content and to give it away for free do not result in more sale of a game nowadays. To some degree I see the
potential of given away freebies but I have to agree, anyone who creates, be it an artist, a musician, whoever that creates can-
have to ask for a price for their work.

I did overly enjoy Hidden Folks, I was glad when they gave away the snow theme dlc for free. I guess it's the least I can do to
give my appreciation of their work, to encourage them to keep up and share their creation, and so I bought this dlc.

So what about the content itself of this dlc? well, it did last me just over an hour long. Although it made me laugh and smile all
along. The art and the interactions,... it's just a ton of really silly things, just more of the same, just what you would expect of
Hidden Folks anyway!
Verdict: Even if it cost me $2,70-something for bit more than an hour, I enjoyed it just the same way I enjoyed the first time I
played the game, and to me this is a win.. i love alte so much \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. BLADENET should be a slam dunk:
it's SpyParty, but all the players are spies. It's like a multiplayer Hitman. I love cyberpunk. All of these things should make this
game an easy win for me. What went wrong?

Sadly, the game's current state is simply not good. It doesn't run too well (at least for me), but more importantly, the mechanics
at play here are unsatisfying. Maps feel dead and empty, despite being loaded with people. Everything comes with a level of
jank that is just a little to strong for my tastes; it simply doesn't feel good. Objectives are simply unclear, and accomplishing
them doesn't feel good.

Maybe BLADENET will get better. It's a good candidate for Early Access, but I simply cannot recommend it as a complete
product in it's current state, as swell as its potential is, when it simply does not give what it could. May refund; but will keep an
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eye on the future of BLADENET.. i love love love love this game. all i keep thinking about is MAGIC THE GATHERING
ALL LIFE SIZE IN THIS . cant wait for that . now for this game i would say its game play is like both harth stone and mtg .
with some of its own rules.i love it when you play a spell that are not creatures but a spell spells you your self are the one doing
it like a arcan beam or fire arrows very cool idea since it depends on your aming skills . but ya very happy with it. cant wait for
the full game.
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Positive:
- I laughed really hard at the character models.
- They tried to make a game.

Negative:
It's not worth $10.
It's unplayable and really doesn't make much sense. This is a prototype. A college project left unfinished.

I wasted my time so you didn't have to!. addicting game, same vibe as csgo surfing and infinite amount of levels due to
community. can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here
can't deploy your weapon here

sums it up for ya♥♥♥♥♥♥map. At the first look of this game, I found the art was beautiful and the vibe was unique. However,
the more of the game I played, the more disappointment I felt.
First of all, I never realized that there's only one chapter available in this game until I finished it! Imagine that I was expecting to
experience a whole story when started the game but nooooo it ended just at the point where the plot has thickened. Usually this
should be mentioned in the title like 'The Crown of Leaves: Chapter 1' or in the description. Anyway, that was totally
unexpected to me and I was dumbfounded. Please, next time be more specific about how much content can we get in an
unfinished game.
As for the game itself, I have to say I didn't get into the story quite well. (Spoilers Alert)
 The protagonist was some sort of a scholar who wrote articles about constellations and then had some trouble with mafia so that
he had to go back home and became a jeweler. Okay, this is what I’ve learnt at the opening of the game about the protagonist
himself and let’s focus on the key words here: 1.Constellation scholarship, 2.Mafia involvement, 3.Current jewelry making
career. NONE OF THESE HAD ANY THING TO DO WITH THE WHOLE FIRST CHAPTER’S GAMEPLAY OR PLOT
DEVELOPMENT. Maybe some people might disagree on this but my point is that the thing that matters the most in an
adventure game should be what the protagonist is doing or plans to do. For example, the protagonist got a commission at the
beginning and explained a little bit about the material he’s supposed to work with. AND THEN? He just ran off to do whatever
others told him to do and totally forgot about his job. Seriously, if you want to make him go on an adventure or something, how
about make him finish his job first? If not, then why even bother to introduce this commission to the player?  Anyway, to me,
the whole Chapter 1 just felt like a pile of randomly assembled events and characters which I failed to see any interesting or
necessary reason to bring them together. In short, the game wasn’t compelling at all.
Also, the narrative in this game felt like… something’s off. Sometimes I even had trouble making sense out of some dialogues.
Perhaps it wasn’t written in English originally? On top of that, the way that the game threw all those outlandish jargons at me
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was just uncomfortable. How about introduce the world first in the opening instead of the irrelevant tale of the protagonist’s
past?
Maybe the reason to all of this is that there’s only one chapter out right now. Perhaps I can expect to see a bigger picture in the
future chapters? For now, I just couldn’t say that this is an enjoyable game.. I suggest you play If you like old games.. This game
is challenging. As many other reviewers have noted, there isn't much in the way of multiplayer gameplay, which leaves the
majority of the game to be played as Single Player. The problem with single player strategy games is it can be difficult to
determine what your opponent is going to do. Sometimes your "Skilled" or "Expert" opponent is an imbecile, and other times
they are Alexander the Great.

The game is frustratingly difficult. Part of that is in no small part because it revolves around four units, physics, and board game
mechanics. If this were a more popular game, or at least had steam integration so I could invite friends to play it, this would be a
great time waster with friends. However, as it stands, its an ultimately just a test of patience.
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